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Platform Overview: 

 

Z.ai is an enterprise-ready turnkey AI Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) that helps you develop, 

customize and deploy AI projects quickly, generate new insights and enhance decision-making 

capabilities. Our shared utility platform has been built ground up to provide an end to end user 

experience including collaboration across teams and comes with composable foundational 

components, making it easy to deploy and satisfy a multitude of challenges that enterprises 

face. 

 

CIOs, CTOs and Innovation Offices have the opportunity to combine and create a community 

comprising data scientists, data engineers and AI engineers, as well as analysts in various lines 

of business to build and collaborate on AI development in a single platform.  

 

Our Enterprise solution enables you to select the composable foundational components to be 

implemented in your own data center without having to change your security and compliance 

Policies.  

 

With support for all Open source frameworks, seamless multi-Class & multi-Cloud orchestration, 

your teams can be productive in minutes without having to spend time reconfiguring 

environments.  

 

 

 

Platform Diagram: 
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Platform Applications: 

 

AI & HPC WorkStation: 

Enabling Zero Learning Curve, Open Source, Virtualized Notebook 

 

 

The Zeblok AI-WorkStation provides a 

single unified environment, which 

seamlessly orchestrates infrastructure, 

open source AI/ML frameworks and 

proven original AI algorithms. An intuitive 

and simple user interface enables a data 

scientist, data engineer, or AI engineer to 

access computing power, efficiently 

develop and train new AI models and take 

them to production in a runtime 

environment on the same platform, with 

consummate ease. 

  

The Zeblok AI-WorkStation builds upon 

and virtualizes the ubiquitous Jupyter 

Notebook technology, integrating a 

powerful multi-class orchestration and 

scheduling layer to support a variety of 

workloads, from a single to hundreds of 

GPUs. Under the hood, our container-

based orchestration engine supports both 

Standard (non-computationally intensive 

workloads requiring CPUs) AI model 

development, as well as HPC 

(computationally-intensive workloads 

requiring multiple GPUs). 

 

The Zeblok AI-WorkStation provides 

enormous freedom to run enterprise 

workloads in many data centers based on 

cost profile and tailored to application 

requirements. This flexibility to drive their 

workloads is capital-efficient. A user can 

select low latency compute resources from business partners' data centers or from (albeit higher 

priced) public clouds like AWS, GCP and Azure. 
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Data scientists don't have to waste time optimizing frameworks on GPU platforms. CUDA 

optimization for popular AI frameworks is available out of the box and ready to go with the click of 

a button. Popular data science language bindings, such as R, Scala, and Python are supported.  

  

The Zeblok AI-WorkStation also makes it 

easy for developers to build and share 

new containers with fellow team members, 

improving organizational productivity. 

Dependency management, which is 

involved in AI-development, is greatly 

simplified and incorporated with examples 

for a developer to implement high-quality 

software. Zeblok's AI-WorkStation also 

makes it a breeze to promote models 

developed into APIs through a few simple 

commands. 

 

 

 

 

Zeblok AI Data Lake: 

Enabling Accelerated Data Management, Data Engineering and AI Pipelines. 
 

 

Managing and processing data on 

conventional servers can be an arduous 

task. Zeblok AI Data Lake is a high-

performance object storage with built-in 

intelligence that allows you to import, 

filter, and instantly analyze objects. Our 

solution is designed for performance, 

scales up with your data, and can provide 

industry-grade SSL security and data-

redundancy for high availability of data at 

SSD speeds. 

 

Zeblok AI Data Lake handles the tasks of 

data pipe-lining, analysis, and 

propagation so that you can focus on what matters most. Easily automate your imports, with 

large files using various methods such as the Zeblok Data Browser Portal, Zeblok magic 

commands, inbuilt S3 REST API, Zeblok Data Lake Desktop App, and HTTP source. Whether 

you are ingesting Image, video data files coming from IOT sensors at Edge locations through  
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4G/5G low latency network or uploading large csv files, Zeblok Data Lake has you covered, with 

unprecedented data acceptance, performance and compatibility. 

 

Run big data analytics across Zeblok 

AI Data Lake using our query-in-place 

GPU enhanced services. Perform 

blazing fast queries (up to 8x faster*) 

with SQL expressions and use our 

Zeblok AI algorithms to analyze data 

that is stored across your private Data 

Lake account across various 

notebooks. Export queries back to 

Data Lake or generate customization 

visual reports with ease. 

 

 

 

Zeblok Intelligent Marketplace: 
Carefully selected. Rigorously Tested. Enterprise Ready. Original algorithms for data scientists 
to read, use and share. 
 

 

Growing library of curated AI 

algorithms that are not just black 

boxes, curated via 

closed loop validation, allowing 

advanced analysis.  

 

Patent pending Explainable AI 

Algorithm: 

A common headache for data analysts 

is how to pick a manageable set of 

meaningful attributes and features 

from a list of hundreds or more. Our 

new approach to data analysis puts an 

end to this guessing game. Our 

Explainable AI software discovers and 

visually explains interesting patterns and causal relations in complex data, supporting data 

analysts in the construction of trustable decision-making AI models. 
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Pattern Miner 

Pattern Miner automatically decomposes the data into a manageable set of statistically robust 

data patterns, each of which can be concisely described with just a few attributes.  

 

 

Causal Analyst 

Visual Causal Analyst distills correlations that exist among these patterns into a terse set of 

causal relationships. This process eliminates all spurious correlations and makes it easy to 

discern true interactions within the data. 

 

 

Data Context Map 

The Data Context Map visualizes both patterns and relationships in an integrated and intuitive 

fashion. Analysis can freely interact with this visual layout to explore new patterns and 

relationships, creating new subpopulations. Simplifies data analysis by combating information 

overload. 

 

 

 

Platform Features: 

 

Multi-Cloud Orchestration: 

Organization Admins can add 

Login credentials to their AWS, 

GCP and Azure account within 

the Zeblok AI Platform for 

Spawning of Notebooks on these 

third party cloud services. The 

access key and secret key are 

encrypted in AES-256-GCM 

encryption.   
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Single Dashboard to manage 

Notebooks: 

Easy to use Dashboard to manage all 

your Notebooks within the AI-

Workstation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resource utilization metering: 

Meter utilization of resources up to the 

second. Get a monthly summary of 

resources utilized by per Notebook, by 

per User 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Third Party API integration: 

Integrate your own billing/metering 

system as well as IaaS Orchestration 

engine with our third party API 

integration 
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Zeblok AI-Rover™ 

Enabling the Real Step #1 for AI Software 

Development Life Cycle 
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Overview: 

 

AI systems tend to operate in the darkness of black boxes. Input data is transformed into 

decisions without much human-

readable justification. The journey from 

data to insights requires a crucial data 

comprehension step, so the direction of 

an AI/ML model is fully explainable. 

Omitting this step can produce a result 

that may not be actionable, causing the 

AI project to dead-end. 

 

AI-Rover™ is the full implementation of 

an explainable AI algorithm on a 

virtualized notebook, in concert with 

Zeblok's GPU-powered data lake, Edge 

connectivity and other components.  AI-

Rover™ discovers and visually explains 

patterns in complex datasets as well as the causal relationships underlying those patterns, 

supporting data analysts in the construction of trust-able decision-making AI models. Zeblok's 

accelerated data lake enables rapid querying of multiple disparate data sources. AI-Rover™ 

enables the crucial data comprehension step to properly target the direction of an AI project. 

 

Say goodbye to tedious data exploration and instead gain quick access to the hidden 

information in your data within an easy to understand visual interface that enables users to 

intuitively derive subpopulations of data attributes, leading to better predictive insights. 

 

 

Zeblok AI-Rover™ comprises of the following components: 

● Zeblok AI-WorkStation 

● Zeblok AI Data Lake  

● Patent Pending Explainable AI Algorithm 
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How it works 

 

Step 1: Data Ingestion 

 

Enterprise users login through a 

web browser and access their pre-

configured AI-Rover™ Notebook, 

which includes Zeblok's AI-

WorkStation and our exclusive 

Explainable-AI algorithm. 

 

Users then ingest their data into the 

Zeblok AI Data Lake using either: 

● Data browser portal 

● ZBL magic commands 

● S3 REST API 

● Data Lake Desktop App 

● HTTP Source 

 

 

 

Step 2: Start the Automated Analysis and See the Data Patterns in the Context of Their 

Relevant Attributes 

 

Our software decomposes high-dimensional input 

data into a set of independent data patterns.  Each 

pattern consists of data items that behave similarly 

in terms of a given target variable and are 

succinctly defined by just a small set of attributes, 

making them easy to understand. This analysis 

typically only takes a few minutes.   

 

 

After the analyst has selected data patterns that 

appear interesting, the system produces an easy-

to-read visual layout of these patterns in the context 

of their relevant attributes.  In the image below, the 

green and red disks are patterns with unusually 

high or low values in the target attribute (disk radius 

encodes pattern size) and the triangles nearby are the 

attributes that define them.  
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Step 3: Add the Causal Interactions Among the Data Patterns 

 

 

Many data analytics packages compute correlations 

among attributes to indicate relationships. But 

correlation does not necessarily imply causation. Our 

causal inference engine establishes true causal 

relationships, which imply a direction. For example, 

smoking causes cancer but not vice versa. Our 

visualization interface conveys the intricate web of 

causal relationships in a single intuitive map. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4: Use the Identified Patterns & Relationships in Your Application 

 

Our software is available as a Jupyter Notebook plug-in and can be easily integrated into an 

existing data analyst’s workflow. Simply select one (or more) data pattern in the visualization 

interface and export it as a data frame into your downstream application, such as training a 

neural network, decision tree, etc.  
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Case-Studies 

Fintech 
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AI-Driven Predictive Insights using Sentiment Analyses 

 
Project Statement 

 

Thomson Reuters MarketPsych Indices (TRMI) analyze news and social media in real-time to 

convert the volume and variety of professional news and other information available on the 

internet into manageable information flows that drive sharper decisions. The indices are 

delivered as real-time data series that can easily be incorporated into investment and trading 

decision processes – quantitative or qualitative. The goal was to improve the signal-to-noise 

ratio and pick-up predictive signals for decision making, based on the three types of indicators 

provided in TRMI. 

 

 

Data Used 

 

Zeblok Computational procured TRMI data from Refinitiv, combined with pricing data in a 

unique project that aimed to generally understand the impact of market sentiment on returns. 

Application of this project include various business processes in the buy-side asset re-allocation 

or portfolio rebalancing, algorithmic trading desks, risk management and quantitative tolerance 

in Net Asset Value calculations. The goal was to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and pick-up 

predictive signals for decision making based on the three types of indicators provided in TRMI: 

• Emotional indicators such as Anger, Fear and Joy  

• Macroeconomic metrics including Earnings Forecast, Interest Rate Forecast, Long     

vs. Short  

• Buzz metrics on the asset level, i.e., Buzz, and on market-moving topics for that asset, such as 

Litigation, Regulatory Crackdown, Mergers and Volatility 

 
 

Approach 

 

Usually such an analysis is done by a data science expert/analyst who combines the multiple 

datasets with pre-existing domain knowledge to complete a univariate and multi-variate analysis 

to understand correlation, leading to predictive signals. Very quickly the analysis becomes a 

combinatorial and a time-consuming challenge. Hence the domain knowledge plays a key role 

in identifying attributes to combine to arrive at conclusions expediently. Additionally, quantitative 

basis is a key requirement to such analysis due to regulatory regime and hence explainability is 

mandatory. Deep learning solutions are hard to deploy where explainability is important.  

 
Using Zeblok’s AI-Rover™ WorkStation our team applied its explainable-AI based software to 

TRMI and pricing data, using a single day price movement. The explainable-AI algorithm 

creates a data context map that spontaneously identify patterns. Additionally, the correlation  
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pattern miner discovers multiple attributes that influence an outcome positively or negatively as 

a subpopulation. Both these are done without requiring domain knowledge. 

 
Conclusions 

 

Most patterns include both analystRating and earningsForecast attributes. This is conveyed by 

these to attributes being in the center. The patterns all convey a signal in which the analyst 

rating contradicts what the other indicators suggest. One such pattern is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conculsion #1: Stock indices that fall within this pattern have a higher next day return than 

those that fall outside the pattern 67% of the time. 
 

 

Correlation Mining 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion #2: If there is a subpopulation, on High laborDispute, High analystRating and Low 

loveHate, then earningsForecast becomes significantly correlated with returns. 

analystRating vs. Returns 

(stratified on Low 

earningsForecast) 

Optimism vs Returns (stratified on Low 

earningsForecast and High 

analystRating) 

earningsForecast vs. Returns 

(Univariate). 

earningsForecast v.s. Returns 

(Subpopulation) 
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Conclusion #3: Volatility does not have a significant univariate correlation with returns. If we 

segment on High managementTrust, High laborDispute, and High violence, then volatility 

becomes significantly correlated with returns 

 

 

 

 

Zeblok AI- Platform resources used: 

 

• Zeblok AI-Rover™ WorkStation 

• 7 vCPU 

• 16 GB RAM 

• 50GB Block Store 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Volatility vs. returns (Univariate) Volatility vs. Returns 

(Subpopulation) 
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Zeblok Computational Inc. 

1500 Stony Brook Road, 

Stony Brook, NY 11794 
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+1-(631)-223-8233 
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